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The FLOW Online Market Catalogue
1 Introduction
The FLOW catalogue provides descriptions of services, case studies and contact details for 30 companies
from across Europe that are working to offer cutting-edge walking and cycling-related products and services.
The FLOW Online Market Catalogue creates a virtual space where cities can inform themselves about
companies that can support them in planning for walking and cycling measures for reducing urban road
congestion. Cities and private sector companies can engage in a dialogue and co-construct solutions to
improve walking and cycling in urban areas.

2 Search matrix
The matrix on the following pages provides an overview of all the companies classified according to these
criteria:
•
•
•

fields of specialisation
geographic coverage area
the types of modelling they do

By clicking on a company name in the matrix, you will be directed to an individual company listing below with
more information on the company’s services, contact details as well as a case study.

Colour coding key:
Europe-wide
Northern Europe
Western Europe
Southern Europe
Central and Eastern Europe
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3 Company listings
3.1 AECOM
Company name: Aecom
Business area: engineering, architecture, construction
Key words: transport planning, smarter travel areas, Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport, data
collection, data analysis

Services
We are a global network of experts working with clients, communities and colleagues to develop
and implement innovative solutions to the world’s most complex challenges.
AECOM has a strong track record in making travel easier, quicker and more reliable for people
across the world. Whether it’s increasing capacity, integrating transportation networks, improving
efficiency or finding new ways
to fund projects; we provide sustainable solutions to the challenges faced. This strong experience
of planning for now and the future is what stands us apart in today’s fast-changing world. We
understand that our clients have bold ambitions, but also face increasing customer demand,
constrained budgets and ageing infrastructure.
AECOM has one of the largest pools of transport planning resource in Europe. In Ireland, we are
the largest transport planning consultancy. This means we have all the prerequisite roles (planners,
modellers, engineers, economists, project managers) in house to provide valuable input to this
interesting research project.
We have experience in the use of all transport modelling tools on the market with expertise in
macro, meso and micro modelling for major infrastructure and developments together with urban
space and pedestrian modelling. We also have data analytics and software teams who work closely
with our transport planning teams to utilise all data sources and optimise our use of resources.

Case study
Background
The Smarter Travel Areas (STA) demonstration project was launched in February 2012 by the
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS). Local authorities for Limerick, Dungarvan
and Westport were granted funding of €22m over a 5-year period, as of April 2012, to deliver a
comprehensive suite of sustainable travel measures – both infrastructural and behavioural
change – designed to suit the local area.
The primary objective in each STA is to bring about modal shift from the private car to sustainable
travel modes. More information on the project and work can be found here.
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STA Ex-Post Evaluation
In order to determine the impact of transport investment in the areas, a robust evaluation
programme is being undertaken. The evaluation commenced in March 2013 and is due to
conclude in 2018. The purpose of the evaluation is to:
measure the levels of modal shift achieved;
attribute this change to specific measures in the STAs,
measure the value of wider outcomes of the programme,
assess the cost and benefit ratios of the programme,
assess which measures provide best value for money and could be extended to other
locations;
assess the “package effect” of the STA on outcomes, comparing the success of measures
to measures deployed individually elsewhere,
assess which types of sustainable travel measures are suited to which type of locations,
where measures are significantly more successful than has been anticipated, to explain
what has led to this success,
and if they are proving poor value for money and unsuccessful, to explain the reasons for
this, and to review whether these measures would generally be unsuited to deployment in
an Irish context, or whether there was a problem with their delivery which led to poor value
Summary
Evaluation of the impact of investment in Smarter Travel Areas is being undertaken through three
work packages:
1. Data collection: The following information is gathered from the three areas:
•
Travel and transport data monitoring including biannual counts of public transport, private
car, cycling, walking on key routes, twice annual counts of parking and annual monitoring of
accident rates
•
Economic activity monitoring on an annual basis including footfall counts in core retailing
areas, shopper surveys and business turnover census;
•
A Household Travel Survey (HTS) was undertaken in 2014 and 2016. Simultaneously, a
separate telephone control attitude and awareness survey across Ireland is being
conducted;
•
Qualitative Research including media monitoring and a programme of qualitative research
with local residents and stakeholders was undertaken in 2014 and 2016.
2. Data Analysis: First, a quantitative analysis will be undertaken using the wide range of
monitoring data, through which to determine changes in defined key indicators. Allied to this will
be the attribution of any observed changes to specific STA measures and intervention types,
using the Theory of Change logic mapping, analysis and dialogue with key stakeholders.
Secondly, the secondary outcomes and benefits of STA investment will be analysed.
3. Reporting: A Half Year Monitoring Report is prepared in June of each year which presents the
results of data collection in April in the context of historical data. The annual evaluation report,
includes an update of the six-monthly data trends and more detailed analysis on data trends and
secondary outcomes of the investment. In 2017, the final evaluation report will present an
overview of the 5-year evaluation and results in terms of benefits, lessons learnt, value for money
and benefit to cost ratios.
Conclusion
The evaluation requires extensive data collection across the five year delivery period. In addition
to quantitative analysis, an ongoing programme of qualitative research is underway, making this
the largest transport evaluation project of its kind to date in Ireland.
This evaluation framework goes beyond what is usually done in terms of evaluation of such
programmes. Throughout programme delivery, a large variety of indicators are being tracked.

8
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An Interim Evaluation was completed in July 2015, with the Final Evaluation to be completed in
2017.

http://www.aecom.com/
AECOM
Adelphi Plaza
Georges Street Upper
Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin
Ireland

Shane Dunny
shane.dunny@aecom.com
T. +35312383139

@AECOM

AECOM

AECOM

Click to go back
to matrix
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3.2 Arcadis
Company name: Arcadis
Business area: transportation, infrastructure
Key words: transport modelling, microsimulation models

Services
Arcadis are using transport modelling on strategic (national/provincial), meso (regional/urban) and
micro (junction/trunk routes) level projects to help our clients assess the impact and benefits of new
infrastructure. On macro and meso levels this includes forecasting the future impact of new
infrastructure or spatial developments, while microscopic transport modelling helps us to define
suitable solutions for urban traffic schemes, and conflict points on major inter-urban schemes.
A transport model is never used in isolation and is always part of an integrated approach. Relevant
topics such as air quality and safety issues are as important as the free flow of vehicles, and
Arcadis has in-house capability in many key areas.
On a strategic level we develop large-scale transport models, for example, the UK South East
Regional Model, but we also work together with our clients in using, expanding and updating
existing models.
We also provide extensive pedestrian modelling, in particular for interchange facilities such as busy
railway stations and interchange areas.
We have a global presence in transport modelling, with modelling professionals working throughout
Europe, the USA, India and Australia. Experience and expertise are shared across these areas as
much as possible to ensure a truly global approach.

Case study

Despite its clearly defined identity and historical continuity, Mitcham Town Centre has suffered a
gradual decline since at least the 1960s. The fundamental causes of this decline are likely to be
multifaceted, influenced by many factors including housing policy, impact of out of town
supermarket retailers on local independent shops, the increasing traffic dominance relating to
Mitcham as a ‘through route’ and the consequent ‘knock-on’ effects on business confidence in the
area.
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The main principle of the scheme is that by increasing the accessibility and attractiveness of the
Fair Green and London Road, overall activity will increase, which will in turn support businesses
and engage the local community in their town centre.
Arcadis undertook the brief and the scheme was taken forward with walking and cycling
improvements to increase the accessibility of the town centre via sustainable modes of transport. In
addition bus links were improved through the core town centre area to increase footfall and
accessibility. The below is an image of the various improvements proposed:

Journey times for motor vehicles were assessed in the usual way, taking values directly from the
microsimulation models that were created. Pedestrians and cyclists were not explicitly modelled in
the microsimulation models, however estimating the value of the benefits being provided was
crucial to the development of the business case for the scheme. This was done through an
assessment of the existing walking and cycling routes to the town centre within the study area and
measuring the time savings provided by the improvements over the existing layouts using typical
walking and cycling speeds. Additionally, a value was ascribed to the ambient improvements being
made for both pedestrians and cyclists.
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The result of the development of the microsimulation modelling and financial analysis was that a
strong benefit to cost ratio for the scheme was identified, and the scheme is currently under
construction.

https://www.arcadis.com

Piet Mondriaanlaan 26,
3812 GV, Pb 220
3800 AE Amersfoort
The Netherlands

Jaap Tigelaar
jaap.tigelaar@arcadis.com
T. +31 88 4261 569.
M. +31 6 2706 1850

@arcadisglobal
arcadis
Arcadisglobal

Click to go back
to matrix
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3.3 Cadariu & partners
Company name: Cadariu & partners
Business area: consultancy on transport issues
Key words: traffic, urban mobility, urban regeneration

Services
Cadariu & partners mainly provides consultancy on development projects for Timisoara City Hall,
but also for private projects. The founder of the company, Mr. Cadariu, is member-consultant in the
Local Traffic Commission, a body of experts that provides consultancy and solutions for Timisoara
City Hall on public or private transport projects.
The company is involved in private projects on urban development and regeneration of abandoned
industrial sites.
Over the past years, Mr. Cadariu has been involved in the elaboration of Timisoara’s development
strategies (Master Plan of Development (2012), Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (2014), General
Urban Plan (2011-2014).

Case study
During the communist period, many neighbourhoods in Timisoara were developed with high-density
blocks of flats and infrastructure that was primarily dedicated to cars, including single-car garages
for the residents who owned cars.
In recent year, the rapid increase in the number of cars lack of new infrastructure are causing
multiple problems: traffic congestion, a lack of the parking spaces and high incidence of car owners
parking on footpaths and in alleys, challenges building cycling lanes, etc. in the last five years, the
number of the registered cars in Timisoara has increased by 18%, from 165,000 cars to nearly
200,000 cars, for a population of 320,000 inhabitants. That is huge!
This problem is very visible in these agglomerated neighbourhoods. To solve this problem, a new
approach had to be identified. This became a successful pilot project for Timisoara: Cadariu &
partners redesigned an area in one of these neighbourhoods, consisting of several blocks of flats
and the school that was suffocated by cars.
The only thing that could be removed from the area were the big, unaesthetic and impractical
single-garages. These constructions occupied a large portion of land, not solving any traffic
problems. With the agreement of the owners (who were compensated), the municipality was able to
demolish the garages. This opened up more space to design new foot paths, roller and cycling
paths and parking spaces. In this way, we increased the amount of parking spaces by 20% and
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liberated the footpaths from parked cars. Everyone was happier: the pedestrians have more carfree footpaths and the car owners have new parking spaces.
In addition, we arranged green spaces and a playground, and for the first time those who live there
could enjoy some quality time in their neighbourhood. We gave the neighbourhood back to its
inhabitants.
The boldest transformation happened in front of the school, where we pedestrianised the street. A
street that was always crowded with cars became a friendly environment. Here, we designed a
small plaza/ square, getting rid of the car traffic and making a safer environment for children. The
result is that now, children feel safer to walk to school and back home.

Ciprian Cadariu

Bd. Corneliu Coposu 12A,
Timisoara
300552
Romania

Ciprian Cadariu
ciprian@cadariuandpartners.ro
T. +40 723 386 334

Click to go back
to matrix
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3.4 Clifton Scannell Emerson Associates Consulting
Engineers

Company name: Clifton Scannell Emerson Associates Consulting Engineers
Business area: transport engineering, transport planning, civil engineering, structural engineering,
environmental engineering, project management.
Key words: appraisal, assessment, calming, civil, concept, construction, consulting, cycle, cycling, design,
detail, engineering, engineer, environment, feasibility, impact, management, masterplanning, model,
modelling, network, option, parking, pedestrian, planning, preliminary, project, public realm, public transport,
road, site, statutory, structural, study, supervision, tender, TIA, traffic, transport, transportation

Services
The multidisciplinary Clifton Scannel Emerson Associates Consulting Engineers team is celebrating
over 60 years of providing integrated, high quality engineering design and management services.
Our areas of expertise include transport engineering, transport planning, civil engineering, structural
engineering, environmental engineering, and project management.
We pride ourselves in being an indigenous, progressive and innovative firm. We work with a
widespread portfolio of both public and private clients.
Our people are our core strength. We combine the best multiskilled experience with relevant local
knowledge in a professional, friendly, knowledge sharing environment. We adopt a customer
centered approach, whereby our Directors and Senior Personnel are accessible at all times to our
clients.
Clifton Scannell Emerson Associates has experience in progressing transport projects through all
stages of the project life cycle, including scheme concept and option selection, preliminary design,
planning and statutory processes, detailed design, tender and construction, and project close-out.
We provide feasibility/ planning, design, contractual and site supervision inputs on a range of
projects.
Our Traffic and Transportation experience includes the following:
•

Quality Bus Corridor Design

•

Cycle Route Design and Network Planning

•

Parking Studies & Management

•

Catchment Transportation Studies including Public Transport, Road and Cycle/ Pedestrian

•

Traffic Management and Traffic Calming Schemes

•

Town Centre Masterplanning

•

Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA)
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•

Road User Audits/ Mobility Audits

•

Traffic Modelling

•

Feasibility Surveys and Economic Appraisal

•

Public Realm design

Case study

Pedestrianisation of College Green, Dublin City Centre
Our team was involved in the concept design, option selection and statutory procedures for the
proposed Civic Plaza at College Green, Dublin. This scheme involves full pedestrianisation of a
College Green providing significant advantages in terms of pedestrian and cycle linkage and
integration with Luas Cross City.
The purpose was to provide improved facilities for public transport, cycling and walking on Dame
Street, Westmoreland Street and D'Olier Street, while providing a civic space outside of Bank of
Ireland on College Green.
College Green forms an important part of Dublin City Centre’s north-south corridor. The
arrangements at College Green will alter with the introduction of Luas Cross City light rail, affording
an opportunity to improve the environment for cycling, public transport users and, in particular, for
the large volume of pedestrians in and around the College Green / Trinity College area.
The proposals encourage a modal shift from private modes of transport to public transport, cycling
and walking and aim to provide a strategic, coherent and high quality cycle network across the city.
These streets form part of Route No. 11 in the National Transport Authority published Greater
Dublin Area Cycle Network Plan.
CSEA carried out the consultancy services for the feasibility stage and options selection of this
scheme. Our options selection process included consideration of impacts on diverted traffic, buses,
light rail, taxis, built heritage, and monuments.
The option selection considered more than 12 unique options with a number of variations for some
of these options. They were assessed under the heading: Safety, Pedestrians, Cyclists, Bus, Tram,
Public Realm, Monument Locations, and Taxi. CSEA prepared drawings and reports for the public
consultation process for this scheme.

16
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The preferred option removes all traffic movements East and West through College Green except
pedestrians and cyclists. This removes conflicts between the tram and bus, bus and bus, cyclist
with bus and tram, and pedestrian with all modes. The scheme provides unhindered pedestrian
movement from Stephens Green to the South Quays.
Microscopic modelling in FLOW
Models carried out by Dublin City Council prior to FLOW, focused only on vehicular traffic. These
have not been able to demonstrate the impact of improving walking and cycling infrastructure on
modal shift, economic and social benefit, and in fact predict an increase in congestion.
Within FLOW, CSEA carried out VISSIM modelling, including modelling of pedestrians and cyclists,
to predict the overall number of pedestrians, cyclists, buses, taxis and trams that can traverse the
College Green area following the creation of the plaza, and to compare these figures with a base
model.
This modelling supported the creation of a plaza at College Green, and gave concrete evidence of
the potential for the improvement of walking and cycling infrastructure to reduce congestion in the
city.

http://www.csea.ie/
Seafort Lodge,
Castledawson Avenue,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin,
Ireland

Geoff Emerson
geoff@csea.ie
T. +35312885006

@CSEAssociates
Clifton Scannell Emerson
Associates

Click to go back
to matrix
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3.5 Decisio
Company name: Decisio
Business area: transport and urban economics
Key words: social cost-benefit analysis, urban economics, transport economics, strategic planning

Services
Decisio is an independent consultancy firm located in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. We carry out
economic research and support our clients in their policy making and process management. We
offer these services in two expert fields: transport economics and spatial economics.
Policy advising
Decisio supports public bodies and private companies during all stages of policy making. Our
service includes the development of strategies, comparison of policy alternatives, monitoring and
evaluation of policies. In particular, we employ social cost-benefit analysis, economic impact
analysis and business cases to study the economic effects of urban policy. All projects of Decisio
are brought to a successful conclusion through a cooperative venture.
Process management
Within a project, Decisio deals with different stakeholders as governments, individual companies,
interest groups and industry sectors. During these projects it is crucial to create support and
understanding for other views in order to establish the goals quickly and efficiently. Herewith we
operate from our knowledge in our expert fields transport and spatial development.
Expert groups:
Expert group Transport economics
• transport and logistic (road, rail, water)
• aviation and airports
• passenger transport (public and individual transport)
• infrastructure and decisions on investments
• mobility management
Expert group spatial economics
• local and regional economic development
• urban restructuring
• (re) location studies
• feasibility study of commercial real estate
• business park management.
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Case study

Social cost-benefit analysis of the bicycle highway between Cuijk and Nijmegen
Increased congestion on the road network was acknowledged around the southern part of Nijmegen,
a medium-sized city in the eastern of the Netherlands. Congestion was especially heavy on these
roads during morning and evening peak hours, with traffic jams leading to travel time losses for both
commuters and, especially, public transport. Particularly interesting with regard to the high volumes
of traffic was the road link between Nijmegen and Cuijk as the presence of many companies in the
area attracts traffic from the surrounding municipalities. The short distance of many of these trips was
seen as an opportunity to promote a modal shift to cycling by improving the cycling conditions
between the two municipalities. The project was to upgrade the existing infrastructure into a high
quality bicycle route. A problem was, however, present. The river Meuse was forcing cyclists to either
take a bridge about 2 kilometers off route, or take a ferry boat (another 1 km off route). Hence, a
bicycle bridge was planned next to an existing train bridge in order to make a faster connection. Total
costs of the project: €16 million.
The City Region Arnhem-Nijmgen commissioned a social cost-benefit analysis (SCBA) from Decisio
for this project. SCBA is a tool commonly used for large infrastructure investments (e.g. road, rail,
public transport) to provide insights on social costs and benefits across different target groups over
time. However, this has hardly been applied to cycling. On behalf of the Netherlands’ Ministry of
Infrastructure and the Environment we developed a methodology suitable for bicycle investments and
applied it to the case.
During several workshops and together with other partners, the effects of the project were assessed.
For the existing cyclists the route becomes faster, resulting in travel time gains. A modal shift from
car to cycling was estimated using scenario analysis. The shift decreases congestion in the area and
brings health benefits and productivity gains due to more physical activity. In addition, the project is
beneficial in terms of tourism, reduced air and noise pollution and increased road safety.
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The results showed a positive balance of about €8.1 million (realistic) in 15 years’ time. Travel time
gains for existing and new cyclists, along with the health benefits were accountable for the largest
part of the benefits. The largest portion of the costs was comprised of the investment costs for the
bicycle bridge and maintenance.
Decisio is constantly improving the methodology and has applied it on dozens of different cases in
the Netherlands and abroad.

www.decisio.nl
Valkenburgerstraat 212
1011ND Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Kees van Ommeren
c.vanommeren@decisio.nl
T. +31 206700562

@DecisiOnderzoek

Click to go back
to matrix
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3.6 Dynniq
Company name: Dynniq
Business area: traffic solutions, energy, parking
Key words: C-ITS (connected/cooperative intelligent traffic solutions), traffic control, traffic management

Services
Dynniq (previously Imtech Traffic & Infra) is a leading player in the market for intelligent mobility in
Europe with a focus on the Netherlands, the UK, Ireland and Poland. We deliver technology-based
products, systems and services which enable the effective and efficient movement of people, data
and goods. We specialise in the design, development, installation and maintenance of the
technologies and infrastructure that satisfy our clients’ transport and communications challenges.
Dynniq's products, systems and services solve problems in road and rail transport, public lighting,
communications and infrastructure in urban, rural and inter-urban environments; delivering benefit
to end users such as the travelling public, as well as achieving the goals of public and private
transport operators and authorities.
Our credibility in the market comes in part from the development and delivery of our own broad
product portfolio, coupled with a strong track record in the delivery of integrated systems which build
on those products. This credibility extends to the quality of our operations, maintenance, installation
and commissioning services to road authorities and construction companies.
We are driven by our determination to help people travel safely and effectively whilst respecting the
environment. Our experienced and expert teams have a unique combination of product, systems
and sector knowledge which we apply to challenges surrounding traffic flow.

Case study
For the European funded research project XCYCLE, Dynniq is working on a green wave for cyclists.
The goal of this is two-fold: To increase safety by reducing then number of cyclists who go through
red lights and to increase the attractiveness of cycling as a means of transportation. A classic green
wave is configured as a (semi)fixed time plan and allows for little flexibility for other traffic.
Alternatively cyclists can be given high priority in the optimisation algorithm, but this also leads to
inefficient control for other traffic. Gaps between bicycles will be bridged by extended green phases
for the cyclists with all other traffic waiting.
Despite these solutions being comfortable for the cyclists, the negative impact on other traffic is
often unacceptable and can cause congestion. In XCycle, Dynniq proposed a new solution based
on further improvements to its state-of-the-art adaptive control algorithm ImFlow. This control
algorithm keeps track of all approaching traffic with a sophisticated queuing model and can
therefore plan green phases in advance. This differs from actuated control, which decides the
control state based on the occupancy of a few loops close to the intersection. Applying the
queueing model to bicycles as well results in a planned green phase for the cyclists long in
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advance. With the further improvements to the algorithm made for XCycle, the planning is
stabilised. This means the count-down until green can be used by the cyclists to adjust their speed
in order to arrive at the beginning of green. This is done using the following layout on the road:

A preliminary indication is given at 400m from the stop line. At 200m the cyclist reaches a point
where the large countdown sign at the traffic light can be seen and adjusts its speed more
accurately. Effectively, those close to the traffic light will go slower and further away a faster speed
is required. At some point this speed would be too high and advice for the next green phase will be
given.
This form of green wave is much less disruptive for other traffic while significantly increasing the
comfort of cycling. It can be very frustrating for a cyclist to go fast and find a light switching to red
just ahead of you. With this system this is prevented and cyclists either have information that going
fast towards the next intersection will pay off or can save their energy slowing down as the green
will be in a while.
An exceptional case is when a public transport vehicle calls for priority while the green wave is in
operation. In that case, the planning stabilisation will not work and the bus symbol inside the
countdown panel will light up. This way the cyclists have feedback on why their green wave was not
working and will not lose trust in the system.
The case study is currently in the simulation phase showing promising results. Later in 2017 a field
trial will likely be organised.

http://dynniq.com/
Basicweg 16
3821 BR Amersfoort
The Netherlands

Robbin Blokpoel
robbin.blokpoel@dynniq.com
T. + 31629409806

@Dynniq_NL

Dynniq Nederland
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3.7 FGM-AMOR gGmbH
Company name: Forschungsgesellschaft Mobilität - Austrian Mobility Research FGM-AMOR gGmbH
Business area: mobility management, traffic safety, bicycle traffic, traffic & transport planning, accessible
mobility, traffic behaviour training
Key words: mobility management, traffic safety, bicycle traffic, traffic & transport planning, accessible
mobility, traffic behaviour training, transport telematics, cycling, walking, signposting, infrastructural demand
analyses, route definition, sustainability, life quality, user centred design, dissemination, stakeholder
involvement

Services
FGM-AMOR is a research, consulting and educational company based in Graz, Austria. Its focus is
on providing and promoting sustainable mobility, mostly in an urban context. The company is a
private and non-profit organisation and has been engaged in a broad range of national and
international projects. The main fields of work are mobility management and mobility marketing,
innovative transport concepts, transport telematics, traffic planning, traffic safety as well as project
coordination and dissemination of EU-projects.
FGM-AMOR’s portfolio comprises a wide variety of transport planning services from customised
mobility concepts to target-oriented, cost-effective and above all sustainable solutions addressing
current and future traffic problems. We provide technical as well as organisational and
communication measures.
A few examples: for the city of Graz we developed the main bicycle network and provide bicycle
training for all primary schools in Graz. We improve school environments in direct cooperation with
pupils, parents and teachers. We develop mobility concepts for new city districts oriented towards
sustainable mobility. We develop new concepts for cargo bike usage and cargo bike promotion.
On an international level, we coordinate and coordinated large EU-research projects, recently for
example Cyclelogistics (on Cargo bikes) and Push&Pull (on parking management). Furthermore,
we coordinate the European Platform on Mobility Management.

Case study
Space-Tech For Cycling
More and more cities recognise that promotion of walking and cycling offers a comparably easy to
implement approach to tackle traffic-related challenges such as congestion and air pollution.
However, although an integrated approach including promotional, organisational as well as
infrastructural measures is crucial for increasing the modal share of cycling in urban areas, so far
traffic planning for cycle traffic is mainly based on the demand defined by analogue techniques, such
as local knowledge or definition of direct routes between POIs.
Since it is an essential success factor for cycle traffic planning to take into account the needs of the
target groups, in the project ‘Space-Tech for Cycling’ an innovative approach to cycle traffic planning
was elaborated. FGM-AMOR in cooperation with Bike Citizens proofed the feasibility and viability of
this planning approach, which is based on improved knowledge about cyclists’ traffic behaviour and
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needs gained through an analysis of GNSS-tracks of local cyclists. In ‘Space-Tech for Cycling’ a twotier solution based on two interconnected tools was elaborated and demonstrated: A GNSS-tracks
analysis tool called ‘Bike Citizens Analytics’, which was elaborated by Bike Citizens and NHTV,
enables urban transport planners to obtain valuable information from local cyclists’ GNSS-tracks. The
second tool, a ‘Bike Benefit System’, which rewards cyclists for tracking their rides, serves two
purposes: on the one hand the ‘Bike Benefit System’ supports cities in their efforts to promote cycling,
and on the other hand it helps to increase the number of local cycling GNSS-tracks, so that the city’s
data base for the GNSS-tracks analysis tool is improved.

Overview of the Service Proposed in the Space-Tech for Cycling Project
The ‘Space Tech for Cycling’ project, which ran from 2015 to 2016, was supported by the European
Space Agency ESA within the ARTES IAP Integrated Applications Programme.

http://www.fgm.at/
Schoenaugasse 8a
8010 Graz
Austria
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3.8 FŐMTERV Ltd.
Company name: FŐMTERV Ltd.
Business area: transport planning
Key words: traffic engineering, urban transport planning, cost-benefit analysis, macro and micro modeling

Services
FŐMTERV’s expert staff of some 160 engineers carries out the complex design process for prefeasibility studies, feasibility studies (economic and technical), permit and detailed project design,
and background studies for a variety of purposes.
In recent years, the company has been working on several EU developments in the fields of waste
water treatment, water management, urban railway rapid transit systems and the development of
motorways, as well as preparing several types for tender documents.
We have a transport modelling and traffic engineering department with traffic/ transportation and
civil engineers, economists and spatial development experts.
Our activities cover complete roads, railroad, traffic engineering planning and design in addition to
the conceptual development of transport systems, network analysis and simulations. We have
experience in transport economics, such as cost benefit analyses and socio-economic models.
Our main profile in the field of transport modelling consists of:
• decision support
• strategic planning
• feasibility studies
• traffic impact assessments
We use PTV VISUM, VISSIM and VISWALK transport modelling software tools.

Case study
Renewal of Széll Kálmán Square
This square is one of the largest transport hubs in
Budapest where three main arterial roads meet. It is the
terminal of Budapest’s busiest tramline, and it is the
main station for three other tramlines, a metro line and
many bus lines as well. The obsolete transport structure
and the generally poor condition of this important public
space led to the intention for renewing the square.
One of the main aims of the design work was to create a
balance in traffic particularly with regard to sustainable
modes of transport. Our company played a significant
role in decision support through our exceptionally
detailed microscopic model of the planning area. The
model was able to predict possible points of conflict, bottlenecks and any insufficient elements of
the design, not only for motorised traffic but also for walking and cycling.
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We calibrated pedestrian and cyclist behavior by using actual traffic counts and observations.
Furthermore, many test runs were made to represent the typical preferences of an average local
traveler. PTV VISSIM allows this kind of fine-tuning so that at the end of the calibration process the
modelled values were very close to reality. Another important factor that made the model more
realistic was the spatial distribution of pedestrians entering the network: the metro station is the
most significant traffic input of the system, so the model contains the metro platform and the
escalators where the travelers appear corresponding to the headway of the metro service.
The target of the reconstruction was to not only improve the permeability of the system, but to
improve accessibility of public transport stop points, the interoperability of the public spaces and to
provide satisfying capacity for each modes. With the help of our model the architectural, civil
engineering and traffic planning could proceed parallel.
In terms of congestion reduction, the following changes were predicted:
• significant increase in service level of walking facilities, reduced walk times
• new biking facilities improve connections and reduce travel times
• public transport services become more accessible and attractive, moreover the operation
of lines improve as well
• in terms of private car traffic the objective was to
maintain the current capacity
After the construction we concluded that the objectives
met our expectations. Due to the accurately modelled
walking and cycling measures, the average delays were
reduced and this important hub of the city became more
livable and sustainable.

http://www.fomterv.hu/en
Lövőház u. 37.
Budapest
1024
HUNGARY
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3.9 Goudappel Coffeng BV
Company name: Goudappel Coffeng BV
Business area: transportation planning consultants
Key words: consultant, transport, model, Netherlands

Services
Goudappel Coffeng is a key player in the field of transport consulting in the Netherlands. We are
involved in a range of major transport projects in the Netherlands and abroad and have participated
in several European projects (e.g. TEN-T, CiViTAS). At Goudappel Coffeng, we have in-depth
experience and knowledge of multimodal transport modelling. Transport modelling is a core
business activity that supports all other consulting services rendered by our company. As a leading
provider of urban transport modelling services in the Netherlands, we have provided many cities
and local authorities, including Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht, with macroscopic
and microscopic transport models. Macroscopic transport modelling in the Netherlands is mostly
organised on a regional scale, i.e. a central main city including the smaller surrounding towns. As a
result, most local authorities in the Netherlands operate a transport model. However, not all
transport models are of a multimodal nature and include adequate cycling and pedestrian
modelling. As transport policies are increasingly focusing on cycling and walking, we are working to
improve these features and would very much like to share our ideas with other European partners
and learn from practices abroad.
Goudappel Coffeng is a member of the Goudappel Group holding company, which employs 300
staff. Other operating companies, each with their own features within the field of mobility, are
DAT.Mobility (Data and ICT) and MAPtm (Traffic Management).

Case study
Improved cycling modelling in The Hague region
In the Netherlands, cycling has grown to be a serious alternative to the car. Since 2004 bike use
has increased by nearly 10%, as have cycling distances. The Hague has, in fact, seen a 20%
increase since 2006. Trends like re-urbanisation, congestion in and around the urban road
networks, and changing attitudes towards themes such as the environment and public health have
been clear drivers of this significant increase in bike use. To sustain the positive cycling trend,
considerable investment in cycling infrastructure will be needed. The growing use of electric bikes
(e-bikes) offers great opportunities in that respect. Coupled with the construction of cycle highways,
e-bikes are increasingly becoming a popular option for travelling longer distances. However, despite
the fact that they usually generate a favourable ‘return on investment’, cycling projects increasingly
involve significant sums of money. Parallels can be drawn with car traffic. The high cost of car
infrastructure stood at the very basis of the widespread use of transport models. We now also need
to model cycling. Because of the investment needed in cycle highways, new cycling connections,
etc., it is necessary that the effects of measures taken are properly investigated and substantiated.
The increase in bike use sometimes also creates new problems, like crowded cycle paths, cycle
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congestion, and a shortage of cycle parking. Similar phenomena have played a role in car
accessibility issues for many years. As bike use increases, they will also affect cycling.

In the Netherlands, transport models have been used for many years to help policymakers make
choices in terms of mobility and urban planning. The larger urban regions, including The Hague
region, operate transport models that can calculate the multi-modal effects of policy measures on
the modes ‘car’, ‘public transport’ and ‘cycling’. But until recently, modelling applications focused
mainly on car traffic. Today, however, transport models are increasingly being used to also address
issues involving the changing preference for public transport and cycling. This imposes new
requirements on transport modelling. Against this background, the Hague region is taking cycling
modelling seriously and had its transport model improved accordingly. These improvements
include:
• Using a new and very detailed cycling network with differentiated speeds and junction
impedances, instead of uniform speeds with no junction impedances.
• Using an assignment method that provides three possible routes for each O-D pair, rather
than a single route per O-D pair.
• Adjusting impedances for each type of bicycle for each distance category, thus reducing the
impedances for e-bikes, for example.
• Reviewing all distribution parameters for all transport modes in full.
• Adding missing cycle trips to and from railway stations and primary schools.
http://www.goudappel.eu/
Snipperlingsdijk 4
NL-7417BJ Deventer
The Netherlands

Mr. Gerard Bruil
gbruil@goudappel.nl
T. +31 6 11519997

@GoudappelTweets
Goudappel Coffeng
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3.10

i-KNOW Innovation Centre

Company name: i-KNOW Innovation Centre
Business area: transport & mobility, ICT, environment, sociology, economy
Key words: intelligent information processing, smart city sensors, co-creation of solutions, sustainable
mobility

Services
Ghent University’s i-KNOW is an innovation cluster which incubates innovative research towards
market-ready prototypes. We develop state-of-the-art processing chains for processing and fusion of
smart city data sources (sensor networks, fleet management, smartphone applications, etc.). We
combine research excellence in embedded processing, data science, spatiotemporal processing,
database technology and knowledge engineering. This has led to the MOVE platform, which serves
as a business intelligence platform for real time processing and analysis for smart city applications.
The platform has been deployed in various living lab projects and governmental campaigns on a local
and regional scale, among others mobile apps for bike safety and sustainable mobility, monitoring of
electric vehicles, company mobility scans for electric shared mobility, public campaigns in mobility.
MOVE helps in addressing policy-making’s increasing complexity by collecting data, giving valid
scoring on relevant parameters through its efficient and powerful processing, and, finally, sensing
participation that can also lead to a common understanding and awareness of the issues at stake,
mobilisation of local knowledge, joint problem ownership, and co-creation of solutions. Our solutions
are built for markets in smart cities, future factories, healthcare, environment and consumer goods. IKNOW manages a portfolio of 22 active patents and has incorporated seven academic spin-off
companies.

Case study
RouteCoach
RouteCoach is a mobile campaign for sustainable mobility. The campaign was conducted under the New
Integrated Smart Transport Options (NISTO) project that aimed to develop an evaluation and planning
toolkit for mobility projects. The campaign itself lasted from January to June 2015 in the City of Louvain,
Flanders, and was motivated by integration and active involvement of all stakeholders into the mobility
planning process. For this purpose, a smartphone application for the Android platform, called
RouteCoach, was developed. The application was used as a “routing coach” enabling citizens to
voluntarily contribute their mobility data (e.g., GPS tracks, online travel diary, answer surveys questions,
etc.) and receive personalised multimodal routing recommendations, individual and overall mobility
statistics/ visualisations and get involved in social network interaction (e.g. discussions, challenges and
rewards in different aspects of sustainable mobility, such as the most biked kilometres per week, etc.).
Overall, more than 8,300 participants (approximately 8.4% of the city’s population) contributed their data,
reporting on more than 30,000 trips.
The system supported a Policy 2.0 implementation and a two-way communication channel between
policy-makers and citizens, allowing innovative insights into the city’s mobility livestream. Based on the
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gathered inputs, comparative benefits of active transport modes were directly observable (some
examples are presented in the images below), as well as change towards more sustainable mobility
behaviour among participants. In general, for 7.4% of routes, participants tried out new, more sustainable
route alternatives. The acceptability of provided incentives varied among different population subgroups,
reaching up to 18%. Compared with results from other known campaigns, where traditional
communication means were used to familiarise transport system users with available alternatives, these
results are on average twice higher highlighting the potential of Policy 2.0 concept applicability. In more
detail, the most prominent difference was for the CO 2 emissions that among car users were reduced a
bit more than 2538 g per trip. Users showed greater physical activity and saved around 3 euros per trip
on average.
RouteCoach

(a) Accessibility analysis of main train station in
City of Louvain by bike during peak traffic
hours

(b) Comparative analysis of bike vs. car
travel times towards the main train
station during afternoon peak hour

(c) Car and bike data collected using Routecoach
for the City of Louvain

(d) Information on popular pedestrian
routes and where people like to spend
time
http://iknow.ugent.be/

Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 41
9000 Gent
Belgium

Sidharta Gautama
sidharta.gautama@ugent.be
T. +32 9 264 3410
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3.11

Jacobs

Company name: Jacobs
Business area: Jacobs is one of the world's largest and most diverse providers of technical and
management services. It is a global provider of technical, professional, and scientific services, including
engineering, architecture, construction, operations and maintenance.
Key words: global, engineering, architecture, construction, operations, public sector, local authority, private
sector, government, multi-modal transport strategy, transport modelling, appraisal, advisory, travel planning,
public transport, emissions, traffic signing strategies, traffic management, intelligent transport systems, smart
cities, due diligence, auditing

Services
Jacobs, with annual revenues of nearly $11 billion, Jacobs is one of the world's largest and most diverse
providers of technical, professional and construction services. Building strong, long-term relationships with
our clients is the key to our success as a company and we offer a full-spectrum of consultancy support to
commercial, government and industrial clients across many sectors.
Our Connectivity business provides a range of transport planning services through the diverse skills of
over 300 employees across the UK and Europe with an extensive portfolio of high profile projects with
various clients including local authorities, private sector, and government. Key areas of our work and
services provided are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-modal transport strategy development, modelling, appraisal, and advisory
Behaviour change / travel planning
Organisational training on behaviour change / mode shift and sustainable fleet management
Active travel infrastructure – planning and design
Public transport feasibility studies / route planning / expert advice
Low carbon / emissions advice
Traffic signing strategies
Traffic management design
Intelligent Transport Systems and Smart Cities
Cycle strategies
Shared space design
Local authority safety in design and road safety audits
Junction assessments / preliminary design
Socio-economic assessment of major infrastructure projects
Regeneration impacts of major infrastructure projects
Economic appraisal of infrastructure and public policy initiatives
Business cases for major infrastructure projects
Economic development impacts
Regulatory advice
Cost benefit analysis of infrastructure projects
Policy advice
Economic impact assessments
Due diligence and auditing
Demand and revenue forecasting
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Case Study
The Highways England (HE) Trip Information System (TIS) is an innovative project to provide a stepchange in the way that transport modelling is undertaken to support the development and study of new
schemes, policies and strategies by the government and its agencies.
All transport models require base travel demand information. At present, this is provided using a variety
of sources and methodologies depending on the location, type and scale of the model that have
disadvantages such as:
• low sample levels for the model area as a whole;
• high costs associated with surveys;
• high costs for processing and infilling matrices for each model; and
• potential inconsistencies between base data for neighbouring models.
Through TIS, we are providing a national database of travel movements using the analysis of mobile
phone data. Working collaboratively with Highways England, we have developed a methodology that is
modularised and implemented by our key supply chain partner Telefonica on their mobile phone network
data. We will bring the national database online in Spring 2017.
Challenges
Like most mobile networks, Telefonica’s is provided through a network of cells that are denser in higher
activity areas, such as towns and cities. This network is not fully consistent with other zoning systems
that are more readily used in modelling. In addition, mobile phone activity is not constantly ‘tracked’ but
relies on active events, such as use of the phone for voice or data, and passive events, such as crossing
a cell boundary while not in use; so movement has to be inferred by understanding the linkages between
events.
Solutions/Outcome
Our methodology comprises of a series of sequential steps that clean, classify and convert the mobile
data into travel demand matrices. We have devised a methodology for mapping and converting mobile
cell network geography to MSOA geography. In order to derive trips, our methodology considers the
dwell thresholds, inferred origin-destinations and motorised speed band. In order to differentiate between
rail and road trips, we have developed combined techniques of cluster analysis, road/rail only cells, and
inferring return rail trips.
Benefits
The major benefits of this system are to provide a consistent single-source-of-truth that will be able to
form the base demand for all Highways England and Department for Transport schemes and projects.
There are significant savings on data collection across strategic models, and a step-change in the quality
and quantity of data setting out the base travel demand; giving greater accuracy and requiring less
synthetic expansion of matrices and/or in-filling. The database is more widely applicable to any strategic
transportation assessment/modelling project requiring understanding of the base demand for travel.
Global Opportunities
Transport agencies across the world are faced with similar problems when developing transport models
to support schemes or study policy/strategy interventions. The methodology used in TIS is transportable
and can be modified to take account of local/country circumstances.
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http://www.jacobs.com/
Jacobs
New City Court
20 St Thomas
St.,
London
SE1 9RR
UK

Chris Hook
Chris.Hook@Jacobs.com
T. +44 (0) 207 939 6334
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3.12

MINT nv

Company name: MINT nv
Business area: traffic modelling and traffic planning
Key words: modelling, microsimulations, macroscopic models, planological studies, urban and traffic studies

Services
MINT provides different kinds of mobility studies for communities and regions, including modelling
activities and planological studies. The modelling activities of MINT range from small scale
microsimulations to complex large scale macroscopic models. The microsimulations vary from
simple simulations of one junction over a series of junctions with coordinated signalisation and
different road users (including bicycles and pedestrians) to complex large scale highway networks.
When making the microsimulations, we always try to incorporate as much decisive factors into the
simulation as possible.
The macroscopic models range from unimodal models for smaller cities to large scale, regional,
multimodal models. These models are made for local authorities, public transport providers and
regional authorities.
Besides the development of the model, MINT also uses the model to evaluate different kinds of
scenarios. The more complex city-models include special subjects like parking, detailed modelling
of public transport and of course bicycles.
Another important service that MINT provides is urban and traffic studies. These studies include,
among other things, mobility plans for communities and cities, studies regarding the use of bicycles
and impact on mobility of developments (offices, shopping facilities, etc.).

Case study
In the traffic model of Bruges the mode ‘bicycle’ was integrated on a more detailed level than usual.
The model was primarily built for doing evaluations regarding the use of smaller busses, but since
public transport and bicycles are often in competition with each other, it was also important to
integrate the bicycle mode on a more detailed level.
Bruges is a city with 120,000 inhabitants, and a model with 1,300 zones was made, which resulted
in a very detailed model in which public transport and bicycles could be modelled in an appropriate
way. Most macroscopic models and many city models are not detailed enough to model cycling.
Even more important was the detailed way in which the bicycle infrastructure was incorporated. The
following elements were taken into account: type of cycle path, width of cycle path and road,
whether cars park beside the cycle path or not, the car and truck intensities (if there is a separate
cycle path), the speed that cars can drive and the environment (city and rural areas). All these
elements are translated to a quality index for every road.
During the mode choice, the different elements are used to determine the speed that can be driven
on the different roads, and during the final assignment, the cyclists use the quality index to decide
which route they will take. During the assignment, the bicycle matrix is divided into three parts, all of
which use a different path. The first group takes the fastest route, the second group takes the most
attractive route (based on the Quality Index) and the third group takes a route where speed and the
quality index are equally important.
An important aspect for the modelling of bicycles is that you need good information regarding the
cycle paths and the other elements that result in the quality index and that you have good
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information about the problems that cyclists experience when driving through the city. For this, a
good participation of the client is required. Finally, countings are also needed to validate and
calibrate the model.
Specifically for the evaluation of cycling measures, the model had for instance been used for the
evaluation of travel times and the impact assessment of a new bicycle bridge.

Travel times of bicycles from the center of the city to other points in and around Bruges

http://www.mintnv.be/
Hendrik Consiencestraat 1b
2800 Mechelen
Belgium

Pieter Van Houwe
pieter.vanhouwe@mintnv.be
T. + 32 15 560 423

@MINTNVTweets

MINT nv
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3.13
Miovision
Technologies GmbH
Company name: Miovision Technologies GmbH
Business area: multimodal traffic data collection
Key words: traffic data, data collection, multimodal data, pedestrian count data, bike count data, turning
movement count data, video collection

Services
Miovision is a globally leading technology and solution provider in the field of multimodal traffic data
collection.
With Scout, Miovision has created a purpose-built camera for video-based, multimodal, short-term
traffic data collection. The Scout camera allows compact storage during transportation, but can be
extended up to six meters on site in just a few minutes so the videos from a bird’s eye view ensure
an unimpeded survey of the traffic situation. Due to a build-in powerful rechargeable battery the
setup location can be virtually anywhere and recording times of 72 hours or up to a week with a
power pack are possible. The durable, weatherproof design means it can be used even in extreme
weather conditions. The camera creates video recordings in an open MP4 format and saves them
locally to an SD card.
Miovision also offers a service that converts uploaded video footage into multimodal traffic count
data. This data can include pedestrian and bicycle counts. A complex process of globally leading
computer vision technology and manual verification creates high-quality turning movement count,
roundabout or ATR data which is presented on a dedicated traffic data web portal with interactive
maps, diagrams and downloadable Excel, CSV or PRF reports.
Traffic data collection firms, engineering firms and government agencies alike have found
improvements in the accuracy, efficiency and costs of their traffic data collection programs.

Case study

In 2012, Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel set out a bold vision: By 2020, Chicago will have
developed a 645-mile network of on-street bikeways that will encourage Chicagoans to ride their
bikes. At the core of this vision are three guiding principles:
1. Provide a bicycle accommodation within ½ mile of every Chicago resident
2. Provide a greater number of bikeways where more people live
3. Increase the amount of infrastructure where ridership is high, while establishing a strong
backbone of infrastructure
Why the bold vision? Chicago was facing safety issues. Research showed that bicycling was the
fastest growing form of commuting in Chicago, but up to 60% of riders were concerned about the
safety of riding in traffic.
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Some major gaps to achieve this mission were identified to be
data collection. There was a general lack of solid verifiable data.
More pedestrian and bike data was required, as most available
traffic data was for motorised traffic only. Also, existing methods
like road tubes were dangerous both to install and for bicycle
users, unreliable and often required re-counts. There was a
need for a better solution.
As accurate data for all modes of transportation was needed for
many locations, in addition to some permanent count sites,
Miovision technology was chosen to perform temporary traffic
counts on over 500 locations throughout the city between 2012
and 2014.
The project, supported by the local transportation engineering
and consulting company Fish Transportation Group, was a
success in every aspect as it led to accurate pedestrian and
bicycle data that could be used for before-after-analysis and, due to the available video, also for
behavioral analysis of infrastructure use especially for bicycles after changes.
This efficient and accurate data collection has played a key role in achieving some important
milestones for the city:
• Since 2011, Chicago has installed over 85.5 miles of protected bike lanes
• In 2014, CDOT installed more miles of bikeways than in any other previous year
• In 2016 Chicago was named the most bike friendly city in the U.S.
Miovision technology has been used in more than 13,000 municipalities worldwide and processed
more than three million hours of video. Many of Miovision’s customers are using the equipment and
services – like Chicago – to specifically improve their knowledge on pedestrian and bicycle
transportation within their city. Dedicated and quality assured input data for transportation models
and simulation is another path the data generated is indispensible for.

https://miovision.com/
Gladbacher Str. 44
50672 Köln
Germany

Timo Hoffmann
thoffmann@miovision.com
T. + 4922126103413

@Miovision

Miovision technologies

miovision
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3.14

MobiSim

Company name: MobiSim (from the activity and employment cooperative
Oxalis SCOP)
Business area: traffic modelling and studies, focused on public transport and cycling simulation. Uses
VISSIM.
Key words: VISSIM, micro-simulation, dynamic simulation, public transport / cycling interactions

Services
MobiSim was founded in 2013 with the goal of making the best use of Timothé Bronkhorst’s
experience and skills in order to offer user-friendly and convenient solutions for every mode of
transportation. MobiSim uses VISSIM to analyse and compare existing and future alternatives for
urban planning, and specialises in simulations including bikes and public transport.
For MobiSim, one of the most efficient modes of transportation in urban areas is cycling, which has
many benefits: fast travel times, individual and public health and everyday comfort. In order to push
forward cycling and walking, a respectful and peaceful coexistence between modes of
transportation is needed. This can be achieved by proposing consistent, secure and comfortable
streets and intersections designs. Based on experience and best practices, MobiSim helps its
clients and partners to design high-quality and innovative solutions for urban planning.

Case study

During 2014 and 2017, MobiSim helped the City of Lyon in estimating the impact of the presence of
bicycles in shared bus lanes, without extra width dedicated for the cyclists. This study was realised
in two phases:
• In 2014, MobiSim used VISSIM to simulate the future bus lane of the C3 lane, one of the
most crowded bus lines in France. The goal was to analyse the impact on the bus travel
times of cyclists in the bus lane, without extra width dedicated for cyclists. One of the most
difficult tasks was to integrate the buses into the oncoming lane to estimate if the bus could
or could not overtake cyclists. In 2014, MobiSim used an external macro to simulate this
behaviour. Another difficulty was the complex bus priority at the signalised intersections (24
intersections were simulated). However, this study was limited to the C3 project and
couldn’t be used outside of this particular context.
• In 2016, the City of Lyon decided to expand the results of the study to more generic
situations. The goal of the new study was to simplify the geometry of the bus lane, and to
make sensitivity tests to estimate the real impact of cyclists in bus lanes, depending on
different parameters: the number of cyclists, the bus line frequency, the speed of the
cyclists, and different VISSIM parameters (visibility, simple or articulated buses, etc.).
MobiSim used the last version of VISSIM (v.9) that automatically integrates overtaking in
the overcoming lane.
What made those studies interesting and innovative was the precision with which it simulated
cyclists’ behaviour (speed distribution, ability to cross an intersection on red signal, etc.) and the
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interaction between buses and cyclists, which needed a lot of testing and fine-tuning of the driving
behaviours in VISSIM.
MobiSim had a partnership with Ceryx TS, which took care of the project management, the quality
check and worked on simplifying the complex PT priority on signalised intersections.

MobiSim
159 cours Tolstoi
69100 Villeurbanne
FRANCE

Timothé Bronkhorst
mobisim@oxalis-scop.org
T. +33674960594
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3.15
NHTV Breda University of Applied
Sciences
Company name: NHTV Breda University of Applied Sciences
Business area: spatial planning and mobility, research innovation, cycle planning
Key words: GPS data, monitoring, cycle network performance, policy relevant insights, forecast, virtual
reality

Services
The academy for Urban development, Logistics and Mobility conducts research in travel behaviour
and develops innovative tools for policy development and professional education. Our tools include
CyclePRINT, an online framework to assess bicycle behaviour and CycleSPEX, a Virtual Reality
Bicycle simulator to measure cyclists’ experience. CyclePRINT is an online cycle network
performance toolkit which enables its users to analyse current cycling behaviour and monitor
bicycle network performance. Therefore, CyclePRINT translates GPS data of cyclists to policyrelevant information. The data is displayed on interactive online maps which include bicycle use
(heatmaps, routes), network performance indicators (speeds, delays, detours) and potential bicycle
accessibility (action radius). Furthermore, CyclePRINT incudes a quick scan module, the CycleScan
which provides forecasts of the effects of infrastructure enhancements on potential accessibility and
the amount of new cyclists.
CycleSPEX enables its users to test multiple future scenarios in Virtual Reality and measure
cyclists’ behaviour and experiences. This enables researchers to control and manipulate conditions
that are assumed to have an effect on the cyclists behaviour and experience. The quality of different
scenarios can be tested. With the outcome decisions can be made on which scenario will be
implemented in practice.

Case study
CyclePRINT is used to translate GPS-data of the ‘De nationale Fietstelweek’ (National Bike
Counting Week.) into policy-relevant information. The National Bike Counting Week is one of the
largest GPS based travel behaviour studies to day. NHTV is one of the initiators of this event,
during which GPS data of bicycle movements in the Netherlands is collected. The goal is to
measure the behaviour of cyclists in the Netherlands, provide network performance indicators and
optimise future infrastructure investments and related bicycle policies. Participants were asked to
download an app on their smartphone to track their bicycle movements during one specific week in
September. Last year more than 42,500 people participated in the event and they cycled more than
2.5 million kilometers. CyclePRINT provides relevant network performance indicators such as
delays at traffic lights and detours that cyclists take due to for instance missing infrastructure links
or unattractive places. Two editions of the National Bike Counting Week have taken place in the last
two years. Our goal is to continue to collect data every year to monitor changes in cycling behaviour
and the effects of changes in infrastructure. This provides cities with valuable information about the
effectiveness of infrastructure investments and their bicycle policies.
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This map shows the delay in the centre of Amsterdam (used data of 2015)

This is the heat map of the city of Amsterdam (used data of 2015)
https://www.nhtv.nl
Claudius Prinsenlaan 12
4811 DK Breda
The Netherlands

Lisette Hoeke
hoeke.l@nhtv.nl
T. + 31 613220319

@NHTV
NHTV Breda University of
Applied Sciences
NHTV Breda University of
Applied Sciences
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3.16

Planungsbüro VIA eG

Company name: Planungsbüro VIA eG
Business area: traffic planning, mobility research, municipal
advisory
Key words: transport planning, traffic engineering, mobility research, signposting systems, cartography

Services
VIA offers a whole range of transport planning measures for municipal and regional authorities. We
develop innovative mobility concepts focusing on sustainable means of transport. We create
concepts for bicycle traffic and public transport. Our work is based on quantitative and qualitative
analyses in mobility behaviour as well as on transport models for motorised and non-motorised
traffic. The planning process can also be combined with public participation. We also provide
signposting systems in the fields of cycling and hiking based on our software solution VP-Info
(developed in-house) and design analogue and digital maps.

Case study
Despite a long international tradition, the planning of cycle highways is new in Germany. Currently,
numerous feasibility studies are being conducted all over the country and first measures are under
construction. Cycle highways, as a new element of infrastructure, are feeding hopes to make even
longer distances attractive for cycling, to reduce traffic congestion and to improve the climate. VIA
has conducted several feasibilty studies for cycle highways for different regions in Germany. One
well-known example is the Cycle Highway through the Ruhr Area which is about 100 km long and
connects nine cities in Germany’s biggest metropolitan area. Modelling cycling is becoming more and
more important as a part of those feasibility studies. Modelling the future situation with cycle highways
can provide user numbers and help to compare different routes. However, the main reason for
modelling the future user numbers is to show the impact of the new infrastructure and prove the costbenefit-ratio of the measure.
One study conducted by VIA was the planning of a cycle highway through Dusseldorf, the state capital
of North Rhine Westphalia. This cycle highway will be about 30 km long and will connect Dusseldorf
with three of its neighbouring towns, making it perfect for local commuters. Assuming that better
infrastructure will allow cyclists to travel longer distances without increasing travel time, the modal
share for cycling should increase depending on distance.
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The transport model of Dusseldorf, containing both motorised and non-motorised traffic, was used as
a base to create the traffic forecast. This analysis indicates that there will be more than 2,000 cyclists
per day on all sections of the cycle highway in the future. On the central sections there will be more
than 4,000 users per day. Due to the modal shift from car to cycle traffic about 7.1 million car
kilometres per year can be saved, meaning about 1900 tons of CO2. The cost-benefit-ratio of the
cycle highway is 1.9.

http://www.viakoeln.de/home.html
Planungsbüro VIA eG
Marspfortengasse 6
50667 Köln
Germany

Lena Erler
lena.erler@viakoeln.de
T. +49 (0)221 789 527 20
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3.17

PERFORM ENERGIA

Company name: PERFORM ENERGIA Lda. Mobility Consulting
Business area: transport policy and transport planning, sustainable mobility plans, traffic, transit and soft
mode integrated planning and alternative vehicle and combustion technology planning and management.
Key words: planning, implementation, transport authorities and contracting, evaluation, monitoring, training
and teaching, URBACT, ICLEI EcoAlliance, INTERREG Capitalisation, event organisation

Services
The promotion of sustainable mobility is one of the main goals of all activities developed. Our small
team can assist public authorities on all levels and entities and businesses in the private sector in
solving a wide range of problems through consultancy, planning, monitoring, benchmarking, concept
development, manuals and expert opinions.
Over 25 years Perform Energia has specialised in public transport concepts for middle-sized cities
and low demand rural areas, creating new mobility solutions (flexible supply, “blue line” concept, new
public transport interface methodologies, etc.)
Perform Energia has been involved in many EU and other projects and in training in Europe, Africa
and Latin America.

Case studies
1. First (2000) Portuguese DRT in rural areas of Beja (district capital) still running; other municipal
DRT studies (Odemira, Torres Novas, Viseu etc.)
2. Lisbon Interface studies (internal reorganization and accessibility for pedestrians, bicycles, buses,
taxis etc.) and connection with new urban bus lines and regional lines and alternative connection
points via different metro stations and HOL bus corridors and tariff integration (2000, 2014, 2016);

3. Nazaré integrated traffic, pedestrian and urban transport study creating urban bus lines and a
second Funicular
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1

Beja DRT study first in Portugal

2

Lisbon Interface study

3

Nazaré integrated traffic and transport study
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@rstussi
Rua Joseph Bleck 29
1495-724 Dafundo-Lisboa
PORTUGAL

Robert Stussi
rstussi@gmail.com
T. +351 96 86 900 30

Robert Stüssi
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3.18
Public Health Modelling Group Centre for Diet
and Activity Research

Company name: Public Health Modelling Group Centre for Diet and Activity Research
Business area: Modelling health impacts of walking and cycling
Key words: health, transport, modelling, cycling, walking, physical activity, active travel

Services
The Centre for Diet and Activity Research (CEDAR) studies the factors that influence dietary and
physical activity related to behaviours, develops and evaluates public health interventions, and
helps shape public health practice and policy. CEDAR is one of the five Centres of Excellence in
Public Health Research funded through the UK Clinical Research Collaboration and draws on the
expertise of a wide range of scientific disciplines. We are a partnership between the University of
Cambridge, the University of East Anglia and MRC Units in Cambridge. We are driven by the
overall goal of supporting effective interventions to change diet and physical activity behaviours at
the population level.
The Public Health Modelling Group develops models to inform research and policy. Our work to
date has primarily focused on modelling walking and cycling and the health impacts of mode shift.

Case study

Greater Manchester PCT Case Study
About the Propensity to Cycle Tool
The PCT www.pct.bike is a Department for Transport-funded tool that uses information about current
trip lengths and hilliness to identify trips that might be most easily switched to cycling. The tool uses
data from the 2011 census, which has origins and destinations for almost all commuters in England.
The PCT is freely available and open source.
Why cycling matters
Increasing cycling can have a range of benefits. Health benefits are substantial and arise primarily
from increases in physical activity. However, the benefits of cycling are currently far from being
realised in England. Building ‘gold standard’ infrastructure for cycling is increasingly recognised as
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necessary. But where should this infrastructure be built? The Propensity to Cycle Tool can help
answer this question, by highlighting cycling potential, carbon benefits, and health benefits.
About Greater Manchester
Greater Manchester is a metropolitan county in North West England, with a population of 2.8 million.
It is a polycentric county with ten metropolitan districts, each of which has at least one major town
centre and outlying suburbs.
The scenarios
The scenarios are based on a statistical model to identify journeys that would be most likely to switch
to cycle, based on trip distance and hilliness.

Figure 1: Cycle commuting as related to distance and hilliness (based on census 2011 travel to work
data)
There are four core scenarios:
1. Government Target – national doubling of cycling
2. Gender Equality – women cycle at the same rate as men do now
3. Go Dutch – uses the probability that each given trip would be cycled in the Netherlands, based
on length and hilliness.
4. E-bikes – Go Dutch plus, assuming that people use e-bikes for longer or hillier journeys as the
Dutch and Swiss already do.
Headline Figures for Greater Manchester
This section illustrates, using PCT screenshots, how cycle commuting changes in Greater Manchester
and in England, for the four scenarios.
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Figure 2: Census 2011 levels of
cycle commuting in Greater
Manchester and England

Figure 3: Government Target
scenario, Greater Manchester and
England

Figure 4: Gender Equality scenario,
Greater Manchester and England

Figure 5: Go Dutch scenario,
Greater Manchester and England

Figure 6: E-bike scenario, Greater Manchester and England
Areas in Greater Manchester
For all the legends, areas are divided into quintiles. Therefore the category boundaries change as
cycling increases.
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Figure 7: Census 2011 Cycle
Commuting, Greater
Manchester

Figure 8: Government Target
scenario Cycle Commuting,
Greater Manchester

Figure 9: Go Dutch scenario
Cycle Commuting, Greater
Manchester

Change in driving, Government Target and Go Dutch

Figure 10: Drivers switching to cycling per
MSOA, Government Target scenario

Figure 11: Drivers switching to cycling per
MSOA, Go Dutch scenario

Health Benefits, Government Target and Go Dutch

Figure 12: Health Economic Benefits per MSOA,
Government Target scenario

Figure 13: Health Economic Benefits per
MSOA, Go Dutch scenario

Carbon savings, Government Target and Go Dutch
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Figure 14: Carbon savings per MSOA,
Government Target scenario

Figure 15: Carbon savings per MSOA, Go
Dutch scenario

Desire Lines, i.e. the lines connecting commuter origins and destinations

Figure 16: Desire lines with 25+ cycle commuters,
Census 2011

Figure 17: Desire lines with 25+ cycle
commuters, Government Target scenario

Figure 18: Desire lines with 25+ cycle
commuters, Go Dutch Scenario
Network
Finally we present network results where desire lines are mapped to the network (using the fastest
cycleable routes).
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Figure 19: Route network segments
with100+ cycle commuters, Census 2011

Figure 20: Route network segments with
100+ cycle commuters, Government Target

Figure 21: Route network segments with 100+ cycle commuters, Go Dutch
The PCT is a collaboration between CEDAR, University of Cambridge and the Universities of Leeds
(Dr Robin Lovelace) and Westminster (Dr Rachel Aldred).

http://www.cedar.iph.cam.ac.uk/
Programme Lead Public Health
Modelling Group UKCRC Centre
for Diet and Activity Research
MRC Epidemiology Unit
University of Cambridge School
of Clinical Medicine
Box 285
Institute of Metabolic Science
Cambridge Biomedical Campus
Cambridge, CB2 0QQ
UK
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3.19

Public Transport Consult – PTC

Company name: Public Transport Consult - PTC
Business area: Consultancies in all fields of transport and traffic, specialised in public transport
Key words: public transport, traffic, consulting

Services

Transport modelling is used as part of transport planning and design projects in all fields of
transport (modelling passenger and freight flows on PT network, modelling vehicle flows, etc.).
Modelling is done in specialised software, such as PTV Visum and PTV Vissim.

Case study
Our experts have taken part in relevant studies and projects as team members of University of
Belgrade Faculty of Transport and Traffic (FTTE) team. These include:
• Opening the cycling and walking tracking potential – TRACE project (H2020-MG-2014, GA
no: 635266);
• Bicycle traffic infrastructure for Universiade 2009: Study and project of the connection of
sports facilities to the bicycle traffic system for Universiade 2009;
• Cycle corridor through Belgrade: Design, signalisation and equipment of a cycle corridor
through Belgrade.
Beside this, some of PTC experience includes:
1. Studija javnog gradskog i prigradskog transporta putnika na teritoriji grada Kotora. [Study of
urban and suburban passenger transport in the city of Kotor]. Client: Municipality of Kotor,
Montenegro (2016)
2. Tehnološki projekat linija ugovorenog transporta putnika u Nišu. [Technological project of
contracted transport of employees in Niš]. Client: Arriva, Belgrade (2016)
3. Mreža linija i definisanje potrebnih kapaciteta za prigradski i lokalni prevoz u Beogradu –
SuTraN. [Transport network and determining the required capacities for suburban and local
transport in Belgrade -SuTraN]. Partner: Institute of Faculty of Transport and Traffic
Engineering, Belgrade. Client: City Government of Belgrade, Belgrade (2016)
4. Projektovanje novog modela funkcionisanja, organizacije i upravljanja sistemom javnog
gradskog i prigradskog transporta putnika na teritoriji opštine Stara Pazova . [Design of the
new model of organization and management of urban and suburban public passenger
transport system in Stara Pazova]. Client: Arriva, Belgrade (2017)
5. Analiza postojećeg stanja sistema javnog gradskog i prigradskog transporta putnika na
teritoriji grada Požarevca [Analysis of current urban and suburan public transport system in
the city of Požarevac]. Client: Arriva, Belgrade (2017)
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6. Mreža linija i definisanje potrebnih kapaciteta za prigradski i lokalni prevoz u Beogradu –
SuTraN [Transport network and determining the required capacities for suburban and local
transport in Belgrade – SuTraN]. Partner: Institute of Faculty of Transport and Traffic
Engineering, Belgrade. Client: City Government of Belgrade, Belgrade (2016)

Pic 1. Public bike in Pančevo, Serbia - planned stop locations

www.ptc.co.rs

Poenkareova 12
11000 Belgrade
Serbia
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3.20

Roland Müller Küsnacht AG

Company name: Roland Müller Küsnacht AG
Business area: transport planning and traffic engineering
Key words: transport modelling and simulation, traffic engineering, traffic
traffic counting and monitoring, emissions modelling

control,

Services
We are a broad-based transport engineering company that focuses on traffic and emission
modelling as well as traffic engineering and monitoring. Together with Dr. Stefan Lämmer and his
self-controlling traffic light system we are setting new standards in traffic control. In this way we
create new scope for walking and cycling while reducing unwanted traffic congestions.
Multimodality in traffic planning, monitoring and management is our passion.
Together with the largest cities in Switzerland and globally active partners we concentrate on
improving the existing infrastructure and creating new solutions. Our competent team always looks
forward to new challenges with a lot of pleasure and commitment. We advise, validate and
implement projects with you or even for you.
Overall we cooperate with the ETHZ on important aspects of traffic management.
Roland Müller Küsnacht AG, a Swiss company.

Case study
Operating and Design Concept Effingerstrase-Belpstrasse, Bern, Switzerland
The promotion of walking and cycling is a core transport strategy element in most cities in Switzerland.
The City of Bern, as the Capital of Switzerland, also follows this path of sustainability in urban
transport. Within a consortium with three partner companies we were commissioned by the City of
Berne in 2015/2016 to examine the effectiveness of walking and cycling measures.
The main intention in this operating and design concept was to identify how the cycling infrastructure
can be extended on Effingerstrasse and Belpstrasse without negative impacts for the other modes.
The project idea consists of a lane reduction for car traffic to gain space for a wide cycling lane on
Effingerstrasse. Using the approach of microsimulation modelling, we examined the performance of
the multimodal system. The integration of actuated traffic control plans was needed as the examined
street systems consist of many controlled intersections. So we considered different traffic control
scenarios and other traffic management measures to optimise the performance of the multimodal
system. As key performance indicators we set the main focus on travel times and congestion effects
as a result of the lane reduction.
Finally we successfully defined an effective traffic management and control strategy to show that the
project idea can be realised without inappropriate impacts for the other modes.
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http://www.rming.ch/
Mühlebachstrasse 8
8008 Zurich
Switzerland

Christian Heimgartner
christian.heimgartner@rming.ch
T. +41 44 250 42 59

Roland Müller Küsnacht
AG
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3.21

Royal HaskoningDHV

Company name: Royal HaskoningDHV
Business area: aviation, buildings, energy, industry, infrastructure,
maritime, mining, rural development, urban development and water
Key words: traffic models, route choice

Services
Royal HaskoningDHV is an independent, international engineering and project management
consultancy with 135 years of experience. Our professionals deliver services in the fields of
aviation, buildings, energy, industry, infrastructure, maritime, mining, transport, urban and rural
development and water.
Backed by expertise and experience of more than 6,000 colleagues across the world, we work for
public and private clients in more than 150 countries. We understand the local context and deliver
appropriate local solutions.
We focus on delivering added value for our clients while at the same time addressing the
challenges that societies are facing. These include the growing world population and the
consequences for towns and cities; the demand for clean drinking water, water security and water
safety; pressures on traffic and transport; resource availability and demand for energy and waste
issues facing industry.
We aim to minimise our impact on the environment by leading by example in our projects, our own
business operations and by the role we see in “giving back” to society.
By showing leadership in sustainable development and innovation, together with our clients, we are
working to become part of the solution to a more sustainable society now and into the future.

Case study
In traditional bicycle models, travel time and distance are the only variables that influence route
choice of cyclists. This is a limited approach, however, since there are also other variables that play a
role in the route choice of cyclists.
In association with the Technical University of Eindhoven Royal HaskoningDHV developed a new
methodology to determine the route choice in traffic models. This methodology takes some extra
factors into account that influence the route choice that people make. Besides travel time, we also use
the following factors to determine the utility of a route:
• The comfort of a route, which is expressed by the quality of the pavement;
• Bicycle facilities on a road section, such as a bicycle lane or a separate bicycle path;
• The speed of motorised traffic on a road section;
• The number of slopes on a route;
• Distinction in junction types, like junctions with traffic lights or priority roads.
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The implementation of these factors in the route choice process lead to more accurate results than
when only travel time and distance are taken into account. When we use this methodology in bicycle
models, the calculated number of cyclists on the roads better fits the bicycle counts.
For the municipality of Zwolle, we developed a bicycle model in an existing traffic model. We added
the factors mentioned above.
Figure 1 shows the bicycle network near the city centre of Zwolle. In the city centre there are no bike
facilities available and the comfort of the roads is low. On the other hand, the surrounding roads have
more comfort and there are bicycle lanes or separate bicycle paths available. The red dots indicate
traffic lights.

Bicycle network near the city centre of Zwolle
We calculated the number of cyclists on the network twice. In the first assignment, we used the
traditional method, taking only travel time and distance into account. The second time, the new
method with additional factors is used. Figure 2 shows the differences between these methods. A red
road section indicates that the number of cyclists on that road is higher when the additional factors
are taken into account.
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Difference between traditional method and new method with additional factors (number of cyclists)
When cyclists choose a route based solely on travel time and distance, many use a route straight
through the city centre of Zwolle. Since there are no bicycle facilities in the city centre and the comfort
is low, cyclists prefer routes with higher comfort and with bicycle lanes or separate bicycle paths.
Figure 2 shows an increased number of cyclists on these routes. Furthermore, when the choice is
available, cyclists avoid routes with many traffic lights.

https://www.royalhaskoningdhv.com/
Laan 1914, no 35,
3818 EX Amersfoort
The Netherlands

Geertje Hegeman
geertje.hegeman@rhdhv.com
T. + 31 6 52368091

@RHDHV
Royal HaskoningDHV

Royal HaskoningDHV
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3.22

Star ITS Sp. z o.o.

Company name: Star ITS Sp. z o.o.
Business area: intelligent transportation systems, transport consulting, transport modelling, SUMPs, smart
city, road safety
Key words: intelligent transportation systems, transport consulting, transport modelling, SUMPs, road
safety, Tristar, Lublin ITS,

Services
At Star ITS we believe that every movement matters. Our team is composed of qualified traffic
engineers, analysts and IT experts. We support and advise cities on smart mobility, preparing
strategies and SUMPs which respect every aspect important for a specific city. We use tools and
methods such as intelligent transportation systems (ITS), transport modelling and mobile and web
applications to create wiser cities for better living. We promote alternatives to cars, planning transport
networks where pedestrians and cyclists feel safe and comfortable.
Our solutions enhance road safety and traffic flow, which results in citizens’ convenience. They also
reduce the maintenance costs created by cities.

Case study

In 2016, we realised some complex transportation research including household travel surveys in
the city of Czestochowa. Later on, based on the results and analyses we created a SUMP – the first
in Częstochowa’s history.
For the city of Słupsk we created a Smart City strategy and a concept for a transport network in the
city centre, which will be revitalised soon. We also tested bus lane implementation results using
microscopic simulation.
In 2016 we also started a cooperation with a business complex in our home city to improve
employee and guest mobility.
At the end of the year, we finished the first stage of preparing a macroscopic model of the network
for the city of Świnoujście and started planning mobility in their first SUMP. Since then Świnoujście
also has a mobile app which Star ITS created.
Back in the day, in 2015 we successfully finished one of the most complex intelligent transportation
systems in all of Europe: the Integrated Traffic Management System TRISTAR (ZSZR TRISTAR)
covering the area of Gdynia, Gdańsk and Sopot.
That year we also successfully completed another ITS project in the City of Lublin where we
implemented a wide range of traffic engineering and IT solutions.
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http://starits.pl/
Olivia Business Centre Olivia Four,
Al. Grunwaldzka 472B,
PL 80-309 Gdańsk
Poland

Marcin Piekarek
BDM
marcin.piekarek@starits.pl
T. + 48 697 900 031
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3.23

SYSTRA

Company name: SYSTRA Ltd
Business area: transport consultancy
Key words: SYSTRA, transport planning, active modes, modelling and appraisal, mini-Holland, safer cycling

Services
SYSTRA Ltd is the leading specialist transport planning consultancy in the UK and Ireland, with
over 400 professional staff based in 17 offices in the UK and Ireland, as part of the much larger
world-wide SYSTRA organisation.
We cover all aspects of transport planning, from telematics to ticketing, buses to bicycles and from
roads to rail. For over 50 years SYSTRA has planned, designed, and engineered some of the
world’s most complex transport projects. We advise governments, transport authorities, operators,
and private developers throughout the world on the right solutions that improve the day-to-day life of
millions of people.
We work with our clients to think through complex issues concerning the location and movement of
people, goods and services, as well as helping them maximise the potential of their own
businesses. We understand the human dimension, and the impact and implications of transport in
its broadest sense. We offer a blend of business strategy and planning, qualitative and quantitative
research, modelling and evaluation, commercial awareness and operational experience – allowing
us to deliver strategic solutions that work.

Case study

KINGSTON ‘MINI-HOLLAND’
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Transport for London (TfL)’s mini-Hollands
programme is designed to encourage
imaginative new approaches to cycling
infrastructure in London and, in due course,
more and safer cycling.
The Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
(RBK) is one of three London authorities to
have successfully bid for funding as part of
the scheme. The Borough will invest the £30
million grant in a range of measures including
major network improvements, to unlock what
they consider to be significant latent demand
for cycling in the Borough. Many of the
proposed measures had the potential for
significant disruption to motorised traffic flows
such as the ‘Dutch style’ roundabout which
gives priority to cyclists and improves their
visibility. Planners needed to be able to
accurately forecast the impact of the mini-Holland schemes to minimise disruption and maximise
benefits for all road users.
SYSTRA was commissioned by the Borough to act as their transport planning and modelling
advisor on the development of all Kingston mini-Holland schemes. We worked alongside the client
and highway design team to assess schemes and identify benefits and impacts for all road users.
Following a baseline review of existing conditions, we advised on options and identified measures
to mitigate the traffic impact. We then developed a comprehensive VISSIM micro-simulation model
of Kingston town centre and a separate VISSIM model for the landmark Dutch style Fountain
Roundabout. Local junction models were created to test site specific cycle scheme proposals. The
broader strategic transport impacts and material traffic patterns across the wider area were
reviewed using TfL’s South London Highway Assignment Model (SoLHAM).

https://www.systra.co.uk
5 Thistle Street
Edinburgh EH2 1DF
UK

David Connolly
Director of Innovation
dconnolly@systra.com
T. +44 131 220 6966

@SYSTRA_LTD

SYSTRA Ltd

SYSTRA
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3.24

Tages s.c.

Company name: Tages s.c.
Business area: ITS and transport planning/modelling
Key words: transport planning, multiscale mobility modelling, public transport, ITS, big data analysis, vehicle
routing problem, logistics, data mining, Bayesian network, LUTI models, SUMP

Services
Tages staff is mainly made of civil engineers with a specialization in transport planning. Some of
them are also engaged in collaboration and research with the University of Pisa - Faculty of
Engineering or the Leghorn Logistic Centre. The staff is completed by other professionals who are
experienced in technical-economic issues and in computer science. Within the company, the skills
are organized by topic area for the different activity sectors and in particular:
- Planning (especially SUMP, transport fare/supply/demand scenarios)
- Urban Mobility (analysis of the different components like parking, citizens behaviours, flows,
origin/destination matrix and others)
- Public transport (project of new lines, monitoring of efficiency and efficacy, frequentation analysis,
Demand Responsive Transport and innovative systems)
- Freight transport and logistics (routing optimization, supply-chain analysis, web-application for
distribution services: f.e. garbage collection)
- Mobility Infrastructure (project and impact assessment)
- Mobility Observatories (framework project and data analysis)
- Questionnaires and surveys (online and interactive systems, innovative activity-based survey)
- ITS integration and innovation (specialisation in integration platform project and RFid and radar
technologies)
- Global service
- Research (collaboration with university of Pisa, Florence, Nice, UCL, MIT and others)
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Case study
We are developing a project called SaveMyBike for the city of Leghorn, Italy with a prototype application
of private bike monitoring and a reward system. The SaveMyBike system merges the bike sharing world
with private cyclists and aims to create a business around bicycles in order to give incentives to invest in
service for cyclists and to lower the weight of the car system. SaveMyBike breaks the economic circle
created around the private car replacing it with a remuneration system based on the cycle world.
Moreover, SaveMyBike lowers the costs of bike sharing, which are too high for medium-sized/small
cities. For this, it creates an urban service, for the first time, also for occasional city users like tourists.
Citizens can also opt for an annual fee and, in exchange, sign up for an anti-theft, monitoring, recovery
and reward system. It is the first systematic application of bike monitoring which is able to give data
useful for evaluation and modelling. The SaveMyBike project aims are:
•

•
•

•

Encouraging citizens to use a bicycle through a reward system and bike insurance. At the
moment, there are no examples of reward systems for citizens based on bike usage. A
Zurich insurance company would guarantee the theft insurance for the bikes using
SaveMyBike system, which would increase bike use (end-user = citizen).
Creating an efficient anti-theft system (end-user = citizen).
Monitoring cyclist trips and origin-destination to implement an effective decision support
system to plan bike mobility (end-user/customer = municipalities) without obliging them to
use a smartphone app.
Monitoring bike theft trends and locations to prevent future theft (end-user/customer =
police).

SaveMyBike is based on the well-known RFID technology and built mainly upon three different modules.
1) Create secure urban areas with installed alarms, where owners can leave their bikes safely. In
case of theft an alarm is sent to the management system, to the owner and to all the registered
members of the SaveMyBike network, delineating the SaveMyBike system as a C-ITS. The
creation of well-defined secure areas constitutes a particularly strong feature of the whole project
in that it provides the town administrators a valuable means to avoid the annoying “wild parking”
phenomenon.
2) Identify and track bicycles using low-cost fixed RFID gates to monitor daily journeys and to
detect stolen bikes. It is built upon the newest UHF passive RFID technology, which has grown
enough in the last years to grant the capability of identifying the bicycles when they are within
the protected areas.
3) Use portable RFID readers. Such instruments will be given to each traffic auxiliary or police
officer, allowing them to read the “in-bike” tags and to detect stolen bicycles
The first prototype application (not for the while city) will be developed in Leghorn, Italy.
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http://www.tages.it/
via Carducci 64/c
56017 San Giuliano
Terme (PI)
Italy

Ferrini Massimo
ferrini@tages.it
Petri Massimiliano
petri@tages.it
T. + 39.392.9169328
T. +39.050.40130

@massi240675

Massimiliano Petri
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3.25
TIS - Transport Innovation and
Systems
Company name: TIS – Consultores em Transportes Inovação e Sistemas, S.A.
Business area: urban and regional development, traffic engineering, public transport, sustainable mobility,
energy and environment, logistics, transport economy, regulation and policies, innovation
Key words: transport modelling, walking, cycling, Lisbon, Eixo Central

Services
TIS generates value for its clients and shareholders in the area of mobility and transport working
with high ethical standards and based on solutions which are economically, socially and
environmentally sustainable. To do so, the team at TIS is focused on creativity and on the use of
state-of-the-art technical knowledge and on providing quick service to its clients.

Case study
TIS prepared for Lisbon’s City Council the traffic study supporting the urban renewal of the main
radial axis of the city, comprising the avenues Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo and Avenida da
República. The axis spans 3 km in length and is articulated by three prominent squares. Historically
this network has ensured the distribution to the city centre and the corresponding traffic pressure
has resulted in a road cross-section primarily allocated to private transportation, including some
highway characteristics.
To return this central city space to pedestrians and other users, and in line with the similar
interventions across Europe, the renewal in place aims to change the status quo by focusing on
accessibility, mobility and public transportation. In this light, changes of the public space include the
removal of barriers to pedestrian circulation and improvement of pedestrian crossings, the addition
of cycling infrastructure, improved accessibility and overall reduction in traffic speed. The trade-off
was reduction of the space available to private transportation, with the suppression of selected
lanes and overall reduction in lane width. Nevertheless, and because of the paramount importance
of these avenues to the city’s road network, it was necessary to maintain acceptable traffic
conditions.
As the project’s traffic consultant, TIS was asked to evaluate the impacts of the proposed changes,
both in the axis itself and in Lisbon’s global road network, and to contribute with proposals to
mitigate consequences and guarantee adequate traffic performance. There was also the ambition to
assess future conditions for both pedestrian and cyclists. To fulfil this challenging task, we
developed advanced traffic simulation models at macro and micro scales.
The macro traffic model covered the entire city and was employed to measure the impacts of the
proposed alterations. This model is a robust tool that allows the analysis of the impacts in the axis
itself as well as in the entire road network of the city.
On a micro scale, a model of the avenues and selected neighbouring streets was developed to
assess with precision the future traffic conditions for private cars, public transportation, pedestrians
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and cyclists. To achieve the desired level of detail, the model included coordinated vehicle actuated
traffic signals, public transport services (including all the lines and stops dedicated to public
transport lanes), the complete cycling infrastructure (including the dedicated traffic signals) and the
pedestrian infrastructure. This characterisation of all the users allowed for a comprehensive
analysis, where pedestrians, cyclists and public transport are all taken into consideration. To
measure traffic conditions, travel times, delay measurements and queue lengths were extracted
from the model, with a side-by-side analysis of these metrics for both private and public
transportation.

TIS provided a detailed and thorough analysis at both a macro level, covering the entire city and
outputting traffic volumes, and at a micro level, covering the axis and neighbouring streets and
providing a characterization of the future conditions for all users of this public space. The
quantitative analysis provided information needed to achieve a better conciliation of the goals of
improving walking and cycling conditions with reducing the space allocated to cars. This information
was extensively considered and applied both by the city’s mobility planners and policy makers.
http://www.tis.pt/
Av. Marquês de Tomar 35,
6º DRT.
1050-153 Lisboa,
Portugal

Joao Bernardino
joao.bernardino@tis.pt
Francisco Faria
francisco.faria@tis.pt
Diogo Jardim
diogo.jardim@tis.pt

TIS - Transportes,
Inovação e Sistemas
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3.26

Trivector Traffic

Company name: Trivector Traffic
Business area: transport R&D and consultancy services: transport policy, planning, economics, engineering
and software development
Key words: sustainable transport, socially sustainable transport, collective transport, transport planning,
urban development, climate, energy, environment, behaviour and dialogue, future transport systems,
research

Services
Trivector Traffic is a Swedish company offering transport R&D and consultancy services. We aim to
contribute to creating a more efficient, inclusive, sustainable and safer transport system. We have
established a great deal of expertise in the fields of transport policy, planning, economics,
engineering and software development through our involvement in many national and international
research projects.
With our three offices across Sweden (Lund, Gothenburg and Stockholm) and around 50
experienced staff members (about 30% out of whom have research degrees, mainly in the form of
PhDs), we offer transport consultancy services, research, training, support, coaching and software
development in Sweden and Europe.
We have been involved in European projects for over 20 years and have an extensive network in
Sweden (including public authorities and academic institutions).
The services we offer for cities range from social and health aspects to capacity and accessibility
aspects of traffic and transportation in cities. We help our clients to develop high level strategies or
detailed plans for making their transport systems environmentally friendly and more sustainable. To
make informed decisions on walking and cycling there is a need for more data and with our new
travel survey app TRavelVU we offer a sound solution for this need.

Case study
The district of Ulleråker in Uppsala, Sweden, is to be developed over the coming years with the
addition of 7,000 new apartments as well as office and commercial spaces, schools and other
services. Due to Ulleråker’s location upon an important aquifer, the amount of motorised
transportation in the area needs to be strictly limited to prevent pollution. Trivector is involved in the
mobility aspects of planning the new area so as to reach the goal of 80% of the trips to be made by
foot, on bike and by public transportation.
As part of the work to encourage cycling and reduce car usage, Trivector is working on an action
plan for mobility which will act as an implementation tool to reach the ambitious goals set out by the
municipality of Uppsala.
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As part of the planning of Ulleråker, Trivector has built a model of the proposed cycling
infrastructure in PTVs VISUM; software for traffic analyses. The model seeks to reflect the route
choice of cyclists in the district in the future. The cycle flow projections will then be used to plan the
streetscape such that the cycling infrastructure is sufficient and that junctions are designed to
minimise congestion on the roads and cycle paths.
The cycling infrastructure in the model was classified into the main categories: mixed traffic and
cycle path. The speed on these two types of infrastructure varies to reflect the cyclists’ ability to
cycle unobstructed. Further factors such as designated fast cycle paths and steep terrain were also
factored into the route choice simulation.
The model was calibrated using existing cycle flow measurements and the experience of civil
servants in the Transportation Department at the Municipality of Uppsala. Additional future
adjustments to the model will occur as various streetscape layouts are decided upon.

The plan of Ulleråker

http://en.trivector.se/
Trivector Traffic
Åldermansgatan 13
227 64 Lund
Sweden

Leif Linse
leif.linse@trivector.se
T. +46 10 456 56 14

@TrivectorTraffi

Trivector

Trivector AB
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3.27

TTK

Company name: TransportTechnologie-Consult Karlsruhe
GmbH
Business area: transport planning consultancy
Key words: feasibility, cost-benefit, cycling network, infrastructure, multimodal hub, Visum, Vissim

Services
TTK, a German-French transport planning consultancy, has been advising public authorities and
transport operators for more than 20 years on a wide range of projects in the field of public transport
and mobility. TTK is a subsidiary of two major players in the German transport industry, the
consulting and software company PTV AG (transport modelling) and the transport operator AVG
(tram train pioneer).
With an international team of around 30 people, TTK has established itself in the European market.
As a result of the collaboration between French and German professionals within project teams,
clients benefit from experience acquired in neighbouring countries. International know-how transfer
is thus TTK’s special trademark.
Having carried out multimodal mobility concepts for a number of years, TTK has lately been
expanding its activities in the field of cycling. Thus, the French municipality of Grenoble Metropole
has entrusted us with a study on the development of its bicycle network aimed at significantly
increasing the modal share of cycling in the short to medium term. We have also gained experience
in multimodal modelling covering all modes, notably in Rouen, where we assessed the access to a
new train station. Furthermore, we possess extensive know-how in feasibility studies and cost
benefit analysis.

Case study
Development of a cycling network for Grenoble to reap the benefits of new cycle highways
The French conurbation of Grenoble (population 500,000) has committed to encouraging cycling
and targets a threefold increase of its bike mode share in 10 years’ time - from 4% in 2010 to 12% in
2020. To achieve such an ambitious target, the city has notably planned 4 new cycle highways.
However, those paths directly cover only 16% of the population and jobs. Hence, solutions are
needed to connect local areas to this network and improve local cycling conditions.
In this context, TTK was commissioned to elaborate a coherent cycling network. As a first step,
extensive data collection in the field was conducted, completing the existing cycle path database
with criteria for describing the network’s attractiveness from a user’s point of view (safety, comfort
and speed of travel). Recommended actions on a short and medium term concerned missing
sections as well as the quality of the paths provided. Priority was given to existing infrastructure and
sections where a safe cycling environment can be created with relatively little means. For typical
spatial conditions observed on the ground, TTK’s engineers also designed target infrastructure
based on international best practice (Germany, the Netherlands, France, Ireland).
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Figure 1 : Sample detailed map showing the results of the cycle audit (North-East of Grenoble)
Assessment of access scenarios for a new multimodal hub in Rouen
In 2015, the northern French city of Rouen commissioned TTK to study the accessibility of the new
central train planned for 2030. This study included forecasts of car, public transportation, walking
and cycling demand. It was based on a model created using PTV Visum. The purpose of the study
was to establish whether the existing infrastructure could absorb the increased demand in the area
around the new multimodal hub and identify capacity problems that could hinder pedestrian and
cyclist mobility. Indeed, some of the scenarios tested showed that a significant decrease in the car
modal share in the urban area (induced by strict traffic management) in favour of active modes can
be achieved if some infrastructure adjustments are planned prior to the opening of the new station.
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Figure 2: Assignment of cycling demand to identify capacity problems and priority measures in
terms of quality improvement in cycling infrastructure
http://ttk.de/en/
Gerwigstr. 53
76131 Karlsruhe
Germany

Sarah Moraillon
sarah.moraillon@ttk.de
T. + 33 437916563

Le Phénix - 47 rue Maurice
Flandin
69003 Lyon
France
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3.28

Umotional

Company name: Umotional
Business area: data-driven cycling analytics and behaviour change
Key words: cycling analytics, big data, GPS tracking, data visualization, cyclist profiling, intermodal transport

Services
Umotional is a startup company delivering next-generation solutions for smart urban mobility. Our
main product is UrbanCyclers, an integrated suite of apps and services that help cities cycle more.
As part of the UrbanCyclers suite, we offer a full spectrum of data-driven cycling analytics services.
Our particular strength is leveraging cycling behaviour data, in particular large-scale GPS tracking
data and reports that are crowd sourced from the cycling community as the basis for our analyses.
Our cycling analytics services fall into three categories:
1. trip-oriented analytics including cycling trip origin-destination analysis, trip length
distribution analysis, time of travel analysis and other outputs requiring only coarse-grained
processing of GPS data;
2. route-oriented analytics including cycling counts, travel speed, junction crossing time
analysis and other outputs requiring fine-grained GPS processing;
3. network-oriented analytics including bike accessibility, route avoidance, cycle network
gap bottleneck analysis and other outputs requiring a comprehensive digital cycling model
and advanced graph analysis algorithms.
We deliver our analytical results in a variety of formats, from structured datasets, through digital
maps up to interactive visualisations employing the latest web technologies. Besides stand-alone
use, the outputs produced by our analytics engine can be integrated into multimodal transport
planning models for a full-range of what-if analysis tasks. In addition to purely cycling analytics, we
can also analyse intermodal transport scenarios in which bicycles are used in combination with
other means of public or private transport, including Bike+Ride schemes.
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Case study

For the Prague Institute for Development and Planning, we have produced a cycling travel time
accessibility analysis of the Prague city centre. The aim of the analysis, which served as an input to
Prague’s sustainable urban mobility plan, was to determine how long it would take for a cyclist to
reach the defined polygonal area in the centre of Prague. Importantly, the time to reach the centre
had to be calculated along the real routes cyclists take. Such routes generally differ from the most
direct routes, and even more so in Prague because of the city’s incomplete cycling infrastructure
and hilly topography. Furthermore, the analysis needed to consider realistic travel speeds achieved
by an average cyclist in different parts of the cycling network. These requirements made the travel
time analysis particularly challenging and excluded the possibility to use standard GIS tools.
In order to meet the above requirements, we utilised our unique dataset of tens of thousands of
high-resolution GPS tracks to initialise and calibrate our cycling analytics engine. We then used the
calibrated engine to calculate realistic travel times to the city centre from other locations in the city.
Thanks to the combination of behaviour data and network-oriented analytics, we were able to
produce highly accurate travel time estimates not only for the origins from which we had recorded
GPS tracks but for any trip origins within the city boundaries.
Because of the versatility of our analytics engine, we can use the above approach to calculate
cycling accessibility metrics other than travel time. For any origin in the city, we can, for example,
assess the minimum amount of traffic stress a cyclist would be exposed to when travelling to the
city centre by bike. Such an analysis can be used to identify poorly connected neighbourhoods and
to optimally plan infrastructure upgrades and policy interventions to improve connectivity.
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Although the travel time analysis described in this case study leveraged our own GPS tracking data,
any source of GPS tracks can be used as the input. The approach presented is therefore applicable
to most cities in the world.

http://www.umotional.com/
Bělehradská 858/23 120
00 Praha 2
Czech Republic

Michal Jakob
michal.jakob@umotional.com
T. + 420604760638

@umotional

umotional

UrbanCyclers
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3.29

Vectos

Company name: Vectos
Business area: transport planning, micro simulation (including VISSIM and GIS) traffic impact analysis, air
quality impact analysis, infrastructure and design, logistics, road safety, environmental assessments,
international sustainable urban mobility projects.
Key words: transport planning, microsimulation

Services
Vectos Microsim specialises in the provision of microsimulation modelling support to other transport
planning professionals in both the public and private sector.
Vectos Microsim provides transport microsimulation consultancy support across the transport
planning sectors. With more than 20 years’ experience in the development and application of
microsimulation models and modelling techniques, particularly the use of S-Paramics and VISSIM,
our team has the necessary skills and experience to apply microsimulation across a range of
projects for both public and private clients.
We have been involved in a number of landmark projects including DIRFT III - the largest rail-linked
logistics development in the UK, as well as the £200 million expansion to the world-leading film
studio, Pinewoods Studios, and a range of town centres and housing developments.
Our experience includes the development and application of microsimulation models for scheme
and site appraisals, traffic impact analysis, core strategy / local plan, environmental impact,
infrastructure delivery and area action plans, feasibility studies, transport assessments, traffic
management schemes, stakeholder engagement, economic analysis and air quality impact
analysis.
Some of the analysis tools we use include: Paramics, VISSIM, GIS, TRACK, and PERS and CERS
audits.
We feed our transport planning expertise into our EU projects, whilst the company in turn benefits
from the sharing of knowledge from such international collaborations, such as through CIVITAS
DESTINATIONS, CIVITAS PORTIS, CREATE and the FLOW project.

Case study
PROJECT OVERVIEW
Pinewood Studios is one of the world's leading destinations for the makers of film, television and
commercials, with a £200 m long-term development scheme to address increasing global demand
for production facilities in the UK and deliver growth for the next 15 years. It comprises expansion of
the existing Pinewood Studios by adding a total of 97,000 m2 of new facilities, including twelve large
stages with supporting workshops, production offices and infrastructure. The proposal for
developing 30,000 m2 of studios and stages, 32,500 m 2 of workshops, and 34,500 m 2 of office
floorspace on the green belt in Buckinghamshire will have a positive impact on the economy by:
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•
•
•

Providing £194m of private sector infrastructure investment
Supporting over 8,100 full time jobs and creating some 3,100 net additional jobs
Providing an additional contribution to the Exchequer of £36m per annum, as well as
generating an additional £37m per annum in UK exports

VECTOS APPROACH
Vectos provided transport advice
to Pinewood Studios in relation to
the planning application as well
as giving transport evidence at
the public inquiry. The effect of
the proposed development on
the highway network and the
sustainability of the proposals in
transport terms was a key issue
in the planning process. Vectos
demonstrated to the planning
inspector that the proposals
would not have a severe impact
on the local highway network. Microsimulation and standard traffic modelling tools were used to
demonstrate the effect of the development on the highway network and to design appropriate
mitigation where required.
Core to the mitigation package was a comprehensive sustainable transport strategy. The objective
was to provide both staff and visitors with a real choice of means of transport. The sustainable
transport strategy not only included a framework travel plan and a shuttle bus but also a range of
other proposals, such as a new footway / cycleway that will also be of benefit to members of the
local community. The overall sustainable transport strategy proposals will lead to a substantial
overall benefit in sustainable transport in the local area.
The initial planning application for the studios was submitted in February 2013, after which South
Buckinghamshire District Council resolved to refuse planning consent. The application was
subsequently appealed by Pinewood Group and in June 2014 was granted planning permission by
the Secretary of State.
http://www.vectos.co.uk/
Network Building
97 Tottenham Court Road
London
SW12 8AU UK

Paul Curtis
paul.curtis@vectos.co.uk
T. +44 20 7580 7373

@VectosTP
Vectos - Transport
Planning Specialists
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3.30

WSP Sverige AB

Company name: WSP Sverige AB
Business area: analysis & strategy
Key words: transport policy, transport analysis, pedestrian simulation, bicycle simulation

Services
WSP in Sweden is a nationwide consultancy with around 3,700 employees. United by our pride and
passion in our work and in our desire to be innovative and always to collaborate, we are
characterised by the breadth and diversity of our experience and expertise, clients and assignment
types.
WSP Analysis & Strategy is one of Sweden’s leading advisors in transport policy & analysis
focusing on transport economics, transport forecasting and modelling, impact assessment,
pedestrian and cycling analyses and more.

Case study
In Gothenburg, Västlänken, an underground train tunnel with three stations is being planned. The
purpose of this project is to evaluate the proposed design for one of these stations, which is a
redevelopment of a major public transport interchange facility. The area is currently an interchange
facility with buses, trams, cars, pedestrians and cyclists and the proposed design will include an
underground train station.
The area is analysed with microsimulation in the software Vissim and the add-on module Viswalk,
which allows for pedestrian modelling. Microscopic traffic simulation is most commonly used for
vehicle traffic and public transport planning. When including pedestrians and cyclists in these
models, they are included earlier in the planning process, in order to make sure their comfort and
accessibility is sufficient. The multimodal models also allow for analysis of the whole system, the
interaction between different modes of transport and their impact on each other.
A multimodal model with cars, trams, buses, pedestrians and cyclists was therefor constructed to
analyse the proposed design and the comfort and accessibility for all modes of transport in the area.
The traffic flow input to the model was based on traffic counts, statistics and adjustments to partly
correspond to the goals set for the city which includes an increase of pedestrians, public transport
users and bicyclists. The model included more than 10,000 pedestrians/travellers and 3,000
bicyclists during the peak hour. Some of the questions to be answered were: “Will the public
transport be on time?” “Will all the cyclists fit within the area assigned for them?” “Will there be any
major conflict areas between any modes of transport?” “What will be the travel time through the
area for motorised vehicles?”
When analysing the proposed design in a multimodal model, critical areas are identified based on
observation, level of service (pedestrians per m2) and numerical outputs such as delay and travel
time. The picture show pedestrians waiting at a public transport stop with trams and buses. The
green area represents Level of Service C.
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In the proposed design, a critical area, pictured below, was identified between pedestrians and
cyclists since the majority of the cyclists chose the bike path next to the major entrance to the
underground station. Several designs were developed and modelled in order to find a solution
where the accessibility for both pedestrians and cyclists was sufficient.

http://www.wspgroup.se/
Arenavägen 7
SE-121 88 Stockholm
Sweden

Tobias Thorsson
tobias.thorsson@wspgroup.se
T. +46 10 722 72 65

Ullevigatan 19
SE-402 51 Gothenburg
Sweden

Björn Öhman
bjorn.ohman@wspgroup.se
T. +46 10 722 72 97

@WSP Sverige

WSP Sverige

WSP Sverige AB
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